CASE STUDY - CREUNA
Providing an outsourced software testing service for Creuna.
Creuna is now a part of Knowit and is based in the Nordic region. They specialise in helping
organisations to deliver great customer experiences across all channels and platforms. When
Creuna required assistance with software testing, it was clear they needed a company who
could provide robust support underpinned by a deep knowledge of the discipline.
As an integral part of theICEway ecosystem, eTestware has offered software testing services
to clients from industries including cruise, healthcare and insurance. Established in Estonia, the
silicon valley of Europe, eTestware’s main objective is to deliver scalable testing solutions. The
team in Tallinn are agile, diligent and well-versed in all the different software testing types and
processes. For this project, they would require all of these skills and more.
CHALLENGE
Creuna did not have the resources to fully engage in software testing themselves. As
their core offering is based around delivering strong customer experiences,
eTestware’s team knew they would have to perform exceptionally. They would also
need to integrate with their team closely, as they would be based in their offices.
SOLUTION
The Consultancy team from ICE had previously helped Creuna and so they were
involved in the initial on-boarding process. eTestware then joined with them and
together they adopted a hands-on role acting as testing managers for Creuna and
providing QA testing. A keen emphasis was placed on planning, preparation,
communication and clear, concise documentation.
VALUE
eTestware worked diligently within the Creuna team to deliver a strong software
testing solution that they were delighted with. They were so impressed that they
decided to install eTestware as their Test Team for several years thereafter.
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“We had previously worked with Creuna, so we knew how
good they were at improving customer experiences. We also
knew that it was going to be difficult to live up to the high
standards they set in that. Fortunately, we have great faith
in eTestware and theICEway as a whole for a reason, and
the team performed brilliantly.”
- Ian Richardson – Co-Founder

“eTestware has delivered outsourced software testing for
the best part of 10 years. We have a very talented team of
testing experts who are passionate about what they do. The
fact that Creuna chose to keep them on as their test team
after the initial work speaks volumes.”
- Bertie Trevis – Managing Director
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CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
Commitment to a Prosperous Partnership

Jan Fredrik, Creuna
“When we needed an outsourced software testing service, we wanted a company
that could deliver an agile, scalable solution. We already knew about ICE and
theICEway ecosystem of companies, so the decision was made to explore their
eTestware brand. We were delighted with the QA testing they provided, so much
so that we turned to eTestware to act as our Test Team for several years.
“They were fantastic to work with and helped us to expand our own offering, thus
allowing us to generate new business. They were always willing to share their
knowledge and skills with our team, and our overall appreciation of the software
testing process also grew exponentially.
“Moving forwards, we may well enlist theICEway and eTestware for more software
testing. We are confident that they will continue to deliver the right results.”

